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Dr. Doubt will speak about
Kinship Variations and 
Ethnic Identity
“This study examines the cultural significance of prijatelji (in-
lawships) and kumovi (ritual kinships) in former-Yugoslavia 
as a way to understand ethnic boundaries, interdependency, 
and tensions in the region.“
Keith Doubt is Professor of Sociology at Wittenberg University. 
He is the author of Towards a Sociology of Schizophrenia: 
Humanistic Reflections (University of Toronto Press), Sociology 
after Bosnia and Kosovo: Recovering Justice (Rowman & 
Littlefield), Sociologija nakon Bosne (Buybook, Sarajevo) and 
Understanding Evil: Lessons from Bosnia (Fordham University 
Press). With Omer Hadziselimovic he is the co-editor of the 
interdisciplinary, bilingual journal, Duh Bosne / Spirit of Bosnia.
His most recent book, Through the Window: Kinship and 
Elopement in Bosnia-Herzegovina was published in 2014 by 
Central European University Press.
This event is sponsored by the Bosnia 
Memory Project at Fontbonne 
University, in collaboration with the 
Department of Sociology and 
Anthropology at Saint Louis University. 
For additional information contact Dr. 
Ben Moore at bmoore@fontbonne.edu
or 314-889-4553.
